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June 23, 2015
Meeting called together by Vice President Sheri Nielsen at 0904 hours due to not having a quorum it will be an
informational meeting.
Secretary report announced and no objection noted by those present.
Treasurers report read with no objections noted by those present.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
CE:
Nothing at this time.
QI:
Deb is working on a dashboard with QI topics It will include IV, ET, Stroke, Chest Pain, Cardiac Arrests and those who
obtain ROSC. Each department will be displayed in this dashboard with a unique identifier. The department will know
its identifier but others will not. It was felt by the office by keeping some privacy this would be a positive thing not a
public display of some providers/departments issues.
Jack asked for department QI results, the only department to share was North Aurora FD who is working on some cases
of cardiac nature where a member is asking for assistance and another is being provided some assistance. Evan Darger
states that his department is doing self reporting at this time.

HOSPITAL CE:
Delnor, nothing at this time
Mercy Center has monthly EKG classes and if interested please contact Scott Vance.
Rush Copley has monthly CPR, ACLS & PALS classes. Stroke education is available to providers.

CARS:
Nothing at this time.
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CHEST PAIN ACCREDITATION:
Delnor:
Has conference call in 2 weeks to get ready. Deb Ward states that Delnor will be needing to have providers present at
the Chest Pain Accreditation site visit, more information to come on who is needed. Deb discussed third quarter data
collection see attached.
PMMC:
PMMC was 100% with aspirin administration and 12-Lead acquisition.
Four of the EMS patients were STEMIs and one of those took their aspirin before EMS’ arrival.
RCMC:
Jack Discussed 12 lead EKGs with a system success rate of 89% See attached.

TRIAGE TAG DAYS:
Delnor noted a major increase in compliance see attached
PMMC:
Scott relayed that he has not completed all of the data yet.
RCMC:
Jack states that the first 2 days were good and the third day was very poor, two different departments state they had no
tags to use. EMS coordinators were notified and fixed the issue. See attached.

PARAMEDIC CLASS INFO AND UPDATE:
Ken spoke about the class and what the progress is. There are currently 17 students in the class. They have to achieve
160 hours in the hospital and 80 hours in the field by July 30, 2015.
Ken states that they are working on the trauma section at this time.
2016 Paramedic course applications are out and due back to the system office by July 15, 2015.
It is not known if there will be a day class and night class as of yet. Edwin states that there will need to be 10 students in
a day and another 10 students requesting a night class. He states that on July 15, 2015 they will know what class will be
offered.
Deb states that WCC has different scholarships available to EMS students for medic class. Most applications need to be
filled out and turned back in prior to the application date but there are some that still are available. It was urged that
students ask about these to lessen the financial burden.
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Edwin stated that Waubonsee Community College will be changing the process to obtain an associate degree in
paramedic and fire science. In the fall this will begin, have your general education classes done, present your medic
license pay the per credit fee and you will have an associate degree.

EMERGING ISSUES:
Report not available at this time. Chief Fairfield will contact B/C Mike Kalina to forward on his report to attach ion the
minutes for all to read. See attachments.

OLD BUSINESS:
Nothing other than each department presenting their own QI that is being done monthly at their department.

NEW BUSINESS:
None at this time

SOUTHERN FOX VALLEY OFFICE INFORMATION:
Edwin spoke on the new stroke advisory board recommendations. He explained that there are three different levels of
stroke certifications, Stroke ready, Primary and comprehensive levels. The board presented an algorithm showing how
stroke patient would be transported and where these patients would be transported to. This EMS region asked for
changes to be make to this algorithm. If the plans went through as first set there would be many transports to some far
distances by our EMS providers. Edwin urged all providers to watch this closely since it will directly affect out transports
and hospital usage.
At the region level it was talked about if aeromedical transports could be used. The answer to this would by yes
aeromedical transports could be used if needed.
Edwin spoke about Mobil Intergraded Health (MIH), there are many things that will change and where patients will be
transported to. An example that was given in some urgent care setting there is no nurse on duty. They may staff with
doctors and Medical Assistants (MA). The question was who could EMS give a bedside report to, the doctor would be
the only one in that setting.
Edwin and Mindy Robles spoke about when a trauma patient comes into Delnor ED there will be a “Trauma Timeout”
this is where the person in the back with the patient will give report to the doctor and the other EMS person will step
aside and give patient personal data to the registration person to get the trauma patient into the computer system.
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Delnor asked that EMS get proper names and spellings of patients. Edwin explained by having wrong names or spelling
could negatively impact their reimbursement from the insurance companies/patients.
Edwin spoke on the meeting that was held with chiefs and administrators. He states that the meeting went well and
was perceived well also. He states that this meeting will continue once a year. Every June it will be for chiefs and
administrators then in December it will be a meeting with chiefs and coordinators that will be a working meeting.
Edwin states that Delnor will be trying to add a second CAREpoint radio in the future to their ED to allow EMS calls to be
answered faster.
Edwin spoke about the different surveys that have gone out to providers and chiefs and what and how the results have
meant to him as a person. He explained how in his job role it is not always a pleasant job and handing down
suspensions and discipline is not always an easy thing to do. He spoke about how he has sought out assistance from
peers, supervisors and professionals to help him. During the last survey there were some negative comments that came
back and how that effects him. Chief Deicke spoke up and stated that only 10% of the people responded to that survey
which means 90% are happy with the system. Of the 10% who did respond not all of those were upset nor had any
complaints. He states that at least 95% plus are happy. Edwin handed out a survey with eight pages and another one
being twelve pages.
Edwin spoke about IDPH annual scope of practice where all EMS where given a survey and 64 responded back. This was
a sixteen page document he shared to those in attendance.
Edwin spoke about meeting that he has had with all of the dispatch agencies. Edwin reported that all of them get
trained from APCO international and they need hours to keep the EMS license current. The dispatchers need to recert
every four years. SFVEMS office will be working on CE for them also. He states that during his meetings with the EMD
staff he could tell there needs to be more communication with the EMDs so they have a better understand of what EMS
does and the rational of why EMS does what it does.
Edwin states that there has been many changes at Delnor ED as the ED manager and associate Manager have left the
Delnor ED. It was stated that at this time there is a interim ED Manager.
Edwin stats they have had many staff changes and he will be hosting ECRN classes in the future.
Edwin states that the EMDs are doing QI reports also they will be adding ASA and last known well time for potential
strokes.
Edwin states in the future EMDs will be providing PSAP time and the EMS provider will be adding this to the electronic
Medical record.
Each dispatch center will be having one EMS provider as a rep for meetings in the future.
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Edwin sates that the office is looking into revamping the preceptor’s role. It has been noted that students need a strong
and solid preceptor to make them better upon completion of medic class. The goal for SFV entry paramedic is just that,
an entry level medic. Any new medic from class should not be expected to function as an only medic on a call or to be a
lead medic on a call.
Edwin states that the SFVEMS office and Ms. Perry Mgr of the FEC, Dr. C. Hwang, and Jack will be having a meeting on
appropriate transports to the Yorkville FEC. Blood glucose measurement will be considered BLS care, updrafts is also BLS
care. Edwin suggested be very careful on how you document these calls and not to charge ALS prices. There will be
meeting set up in the future to develop a policy/procedure to assist with this.
Edwin spoke about IDPH education hours for EMS he handed out a document (seven pages) to these present.
He states this is a draft and recommendations only at this point and to keep your eyes on this as it progresses.
Edwin spoke about MIH again states that the EMS office will need to manage this but at this time they do not have the
staff or hours. He states that he has asked for another 1.5 FTE to assist but he has not been told anything at this time.
Edwin discussed the SFVEMSS Improvement Plan. See attached.

PROVIDERS COMMENTS:
Chief Deicke stated that there is a lack of communication and information sharing. He suggested that each provider
member here needs to post theses minutes and/or send them to each and every provider so he/she is kept up to speed
on information that flows through these meetings.
This meeting was dismissed without quorum at 1059 hours.
Next meeting July 28, 2015
Respectfully submitted,

Jack Taxis
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